The Inquisition of Shuffling & Dealing!
The world is a different place imprisoned in one's art. Relentless devotion wreaks
havoc on The Count's burdened soul, yet we're free to behold a taste of fantasy far from
wicked isolation. In his chest beats the fruit of sacrifice, ready for your consumption
the records of toil, the blood of an immortal art.
Adventure upon the loom of card magic!
Magicians need every weapon at their disposal.
The Count walks you through more than 60
shuffling techniques, 70 stacking techniques,
and 140 dealing techniques! When the ground
bleeds red, fight back with a complete guide!

Only $29.95 each! Over 600 pages!

Boxing Ring II

Emergency Cash

Super Sharpie

By Aaron Smith

By Steve Shufton

Mini Prediction Device!

Round two! Boxing
Ring is armed with
all-new instructions!
Pure visual impact
that lands a fatal
blow. Killer displays
of eye candy produce
the audience reactions you crave.
You score punch after punch!

Maybe Emergency
Cash could be more
automatic; actually
grow legs, arms, and
be able to perform
itself. But luckily it
still needs you to say
a few words. Call 911! Up the mojo
to near explosive levels!

The smaller they are,
the more portable it
is! With the new
Super Sharpie Mini
by Magic Smith, you
can predict a freely
thought of number,
name, date, age, even the amount
of change in the spectator’s pocket!

Going FAST! $39.95

Great Buy! $19.95

Save Today! $49.95 $45

Free Shipping Worldwide!
Free shipping worldwide on all orders over $40! Hello folks... Aaron Smith
here, owner of The Magic Depot at magic.org. Now is the time to save! I've
slashed prices on many of this year's BESTSELLERS, with specials up to
60% OFF the regular retail price! Subscribe to my newsletter FREE and
you'll get a heads up on huge Depot Deal sale events, my legendary specials
that save you a ton of cash on thousands of items storewide!

My Legendary Return Policy!
Shop with confidence! If you're unhappy with anything you buy from me,
please return it within thirty days for a store credit or refund!

7914 East 40th Street
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145

sales@magic.org
918-641-0707 or TOLL FREE

1-866-258-5389

www.magic.org

